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Centers for Working Families Financial
Coaches Coach Each Other
Financial coaches at LISC’s Centers for Working Families (CWF) draw on a wide
range of resources to help their clients maintain or regain financial security. But
sometimes the best resource they can tap is each other. CWF financial counselors
from each of the 12 centers across the city meet regularly at peer learning sessions
to share ideas, discuss current projects and offer each other support.
“ We are inspired by our good work, by each other, by the nature of our business,”
said O.S. Owen, a training specialist at the Center for Economic Progress who
oversees financial coaching for CWF.
Based on a concept first conceived by the Annie E. Casey Foundation, CWF helps
families and individuals become more financially secure in three critical areas:
employment and/or increased wages, improved financial condition and improved
access to public benefits. In addition to one-on-one financial coaching, the centers offer a spectrum of services, from referrals to local jobs to customized banking products to emergency cash and utility assistance.
Conversation at a recent learning session in August focused on what each center
was doing and how they could learn from each other. Coaches shared experiences and strategies such as their outreach techniques, tax reporting issues to be
aware of and how best to meet the financial needs of ex-offenders. No two centers are the same: while Association House and Instituto del Progreso Latino have
geared up to serve a large immigrant population, many of whom are working to
build credit, the Southwest Reach Center, run by Greater Southwest Development
Corporation, has developed a growing set of resources related to foreclosure.
Still, many of the challenges facing financial coaches are similar, like increasing
caseloads. Several coaches reported expansions in service and staff to keep up
with the demand for help. Petra Villazana of the Southwest Reach Center said that
even with two new counselors and several administrative interns, the Center is
scheduling financial counseling appointments up to two weeks out.
“ It’s a lot,” Villazana said, “ but it’s good. It’s working.”
Despite the challenges of their work, CWF financial coaches are overwhelmingly
positive and deeply engaged in learning from each other to improve their services.
“We all come with various backgrounds and resources,” said Dedra Thomas of the Near
West Side Community Development Corporation. “We’re all good resources for each other.”

LEFT: Centers for Working Families financial counselors at the peer learning session in August.
RIGHT: Brenda Grauer, Assistant Attorney General at the Office of the Attorney General
addresses the Centers for Working Families peer learning session.
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Housing Services (NHS) to bring
families help where they are—at
block club parties, in churches,
even on street corners.
GADC has worked with neighborhood businesses, churches and
area Aldermen Latasha Thomas
and Howard Brookins to maximize
outreach, handing out information
and even providing an incentive to
attend NHS’s foreclosure prevention workshop, where neighbors
can start the process of working
with a counselor and learn how
long foreclosure can take, how to
recognize mortgage fraud and
what to expect from their counselor.
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According to Deborah Moore,
Neighborhood Director for NHS in
Auburn Gresham, this intensive
community outreach is essential
to get families the help they need.
“ People don’t know that help is
out there,” she said. “ They don’t
talk about it because of the shame
of it. We want them to know
there’s somewhere they can go.”
Auburn Gresham isn’t the only NCP
community responding to high rates
of foreclosure; many are among
the hardest hit in Chicago. But they
are also among the best prepared to respond to the crisis.
“ Our lead agencies are well positioned to be an outreach army,” said
Susana Vasquez, LISC/Chicago’s
NCP director. LISC started forming its response strategy back in
March, when local NCP directors
met to mobilize around the foreclosure issues. LISC’s efforts are
supported by an initial grant of
$500,000 from the MacArthur
Foundation, which will be used
to support lead agencies and
other critical organizations.
The challenges are great, as
LISC/Chicago program director
Joel Bookman knows. But NCP
organizations are facing the
challenge. “We have a platform,”
Bookman said. “We have people
who are mobilized. Maybe we can’t
stop what’s going on, but we’re
definitely in a position to lessen
the hardship.”

The Newsletter of the Chicago Program of Local Initiatives Support Corporation

TOP: At an August 20 ceremony at Malcolm X College, Mayor Daley recognized interns
and employers who participated in the Summer Youth Internship Program. The program,
supported by LISC/Chicago, placed 690 young people, ages 14 to 21, in summer jobs.
BOTTOM: At the Hoops in the Hood Cross-City Finals in Seward Park, teams pose with
Benny the Bull (left), huddle before a game (middle) and warm up with teammates (right).

Andrew J. Mooney
Executive Director
LISC/Chicago

www.lisc-chicago.org

Auburn Gresham Launches
Innovative Foreclosure Response

Integrated Services
in Schools Hits the
Ground Running

The strength of a community is measured
not by the challenges it faces, but on how it
responds to those challenges.
That’s what makes communities like Auburn
Gresham remarkable; although it faces a
dramatic increase in foreclosure rates, it is
responding quickly and effectively to minimize the impact of a nationwide crisis.
Auburn Gresham is part of LISC’s New GADC staff member Glenola Lashley
Communities Program, and lead agency Greater
at the foreclosure prevention booth.
Auburn-Gresham Development Corporation
(GADC) is breaking new ground in foreclosure assistance and prevention with a
range of creative, grassroots strategies. With support from LISC and the John D.
and Catherine T. MacArthur Foundation, GADC has partnered with Neighborhood

See "FORECLOSURE," Page 5

LISC names Bishop Brazier
as first Senior Fellow
Bishop Arthur M. Brazier has been named the first
LISC/Chicago Senior Fellow. Bishop Brazier is a
nationally renowned civil rights leader and a founder
of The Woodlawn Organization (TWO) in Chicago, a
participant in LISC’s New Communities Program. He
also founded a community development corporation,
the Woodlawn Preservation and Investment
Corporation (WPIC), and served as a Vice President
for the Center for Community Change in Washington,
Bishop Brazier giving
DC. After decorated service in WWII, Bishop entered
an address at the NCP
the pastorate of Apostolic Church of God in
Conference in March.
Woodlawn, which he then built into the largest congregation in the city of Chicago. He recently retired after 48 years as pastor.
During the year-long fellowship at LISC/Chicago, Bishop Brazier will make several
presentations on his experiences in community development and will advise on
a number of Chicago and national projects, including national LISC’s Sustainable
Communities program, which is replicating many of the principles and practices from the New Communities Program in 10 cities around the country.
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The Integrated Services in Schools program, launched
earlier this year by LISC in five Chicago schools with
support from the Atlantic Philanthropies, is seeing
progress on all fronts. The program takes a comprehensive approach to transforming the lives of
middle school students and their families by providing extended learning programs, school-based
health care including a health center at each school,
mentoring programs and support for families.
Each of the five schools
– Ames Middle School
in Logan Square,
Marquette Elementary
in Chicago Lawn,
Orozco Elementary in
Pilsen, PerspectivesCalumet Middle School
in Auburn Gresham
and Reavis Elementary
Auburn Gresham
in Kenwood – had sumneighbors at the
mer programs this year,
community health fair.
with between 30 and
80 kids in a range of activities, from remedial education to dance. The schools’ community-based
partners and health providers are also registering
students for All Kids, the State of Illinois’ children’s
health care program, to ensure that all students have
insurance and are able to access the health centers.

The health centers will all be constructed by the end
of 2008, providing a variety of health services to students and their families. At Ames Middle School,
age-appropriate reproductive health education
and mental health services are up and running. In
Auburn Gresham, health care providers held a community fair to educate community members about
the services that will be available at the school.

“We’ve gotten off to a running start,” says Chris
Brown, Director of Education Programs for LISC/
Chicago. “Students, teachers, families – everyone
is energized to see the programs start to take off.”
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Hot Town, Summer in the City

LISC invites commentaries from neighborhood partners for publication in this newsletter. This issue’s column is by Beatrice V. Cuello, Deputy Superintendent of Patrol for
the Chicago Police Department.

The living in summertime may be easy, but don’t tell that to
the Chicago school kids who spent their vacations in community-based programs ranging from organized basketball
to Brazilian dance classes to bike repair workshops.

Communication is Key

Neighborhood basketball leagues, for example, have become
hugely popular, expanding from one a decade ago to eight
this year. Every week from June through August agencies in
LISC’s New Communities Program (NCP) bring 8- to 19-yearolds together to play street basketball, participate in arts and
health center activities and enjoy a family barbeque.

This record of disaccord makes a
recent project among three
Chicago communities and the
Chicago Police Department
remarkable: a community-friendly website facilitating instant and
anonymous communications
between residents and police.

CLEARpath, the police department website that
Beatrice Cuello,
allows residents to voice their concerns, is the latest
Deputy Superintendent of Patrol,
Chicago Police Department
chapter intended to strengthen police/community
partnerships throughout the city. That effort – an
online resource that allows the police and residents to be in constant 24-hour communication
– is central to the Chicago Alternative Policing Strategy (CAPS) mission.

The first program, inaugurated a decade ago in Pilsen, was
intended to divert young people from the lure of gang violence
and provide a constructive presence on the site of disputed gang
turf. Other neighborhoods, including Englewood, Humboldt Park,
Little Village, Logan Square, North Lawndale and West Haven,
have since established similar models. Chicago Lawn is also
organizing a league. And the games aren’t just for boys. The
Little Village league this year included the first all-female division, with 16 girls participating in the 15-19 year age bracket.

In fact, CLEARpath itself was the product of an extraordinary police/community partnership
in which representatives from three Chicago neighborhoods worked with the department for
several years designing a website that met their needs as well as ours.

Competition culminated in the Hoops in the Hood cross-city
finals event in August.

The police/community mantra isn’t just lip service. It actually works. And there’s a snowballing effect. The more people who get involved working with police, the better the neighborhood gets. And the better the neighborhood gets, the more people get involved. When residents observe the positive engagement among police and their neighbors, it is usually possible
to encourage a stronger partnership that will build respect, cooperation and trust.

“It was awesome to see kids walk up and hug their friends from
last summer,” said Christina Bronsing, program coordinator for
the Little Village Community Development Corporation (LVCDC).
“These are kids from totally different neighborhoods that would
probably never be friends otherwise.”
Meanwhile, at Bronzeville’s Reavis Elementary School, students
engaged in an entirely different type of athletic activity.
Capoeira, the Brazilian martial art that combines music, foreign
language and history, represents both a physical and intellectual workout in which students dance, clap, chant and
play assorted bells, drums, tambourines and stringed instruments, all of which reflect the African roots of the art form.

Police-community relations in
crime-ridden urban areas have
long been plagued by distrust
among cops, residents and
neighborhood groups.

If there’s one thing I’ve learned in my years as a
Chicago cop, it’s that police and community residents
share a common concern for maintaining safe neighborhoods. As commander of the 10th district, developing strong relationships with residents was critical
in my ability, and that of my colleagues, to address
quality-of-life concerns such as noise abatement and
unruly conduct, as well as more serious crime and
safety problems. Establishing a “no problem was too
small” policy went a long way in encouraging residents
to keep us informed about what we were doing right,
and wrong, in their neighborhoods.

All of the programs were designed by neighborhood organizations to engage young people in entertaining, constructive activities during the idle summer months.

TOP LEFT & RIGHT: Neighbors come out and
enjoy activities at summer basketball league.
MIDDLE LEFT & RIGHT: Students in Reavis Elementary School’s
summer capoeira class play traditional Brazilian instruments
BOTTOM LEFT & RIGHT: Participants in “Bickerbikes”
workshops learn about bike repair and other skills.

“ It’s a new way to learn and still have fun,” said sixth grader Michael Isaiah Daniels, comparing capoeira to other classes. The
six-week program was part of Integrated Services in Schools, a LISC initiative to transform education and improve the lives of
disadvantaged middle school students.
Finally, about two dozen 12-to 16-year-olds spent the summer taking apart and fixing up rescued bikes in a community program
headed by lead agency Bickerdike Redevelopment Corporation. Four-week “ Bickerbike” workshops taught students a range of
skills: nutrition and the value of exercise, bike repair and tool use, bike safety and rules for riding in city traffic, and getting
around Chicago. They participated in bicycle parades, bike-fixing operations at local events and group tours around the city.
A grant from LISC/Chicago helped Bickerdike launch the program in 2004. This June, LISC/Chicago was recognized for contributing to Bickerbikes at the “ Bike to Work” rally at the Daley Center.
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Communities and
Police Collaborate
on Website

And it’s a two-way street. When communications between police and residents are good, we
become aware of significant problems we might otherwise have overlooked. Identifying and
solving those problems helps us decide how and where to deploy resources most effectively.
This allows for organizational learning by both groups to share the successes and create new
strategies that make neighborhoods better and stronger.
In my current position as Deputy
Superintendent of Patrol, I’m committed
to the notion of police officers and community members working together to
solve problems. CAPS and CLEARpath
are forums intended to encourage honest,
unfettered commuA Chicago
nication
among
Police Officer
police and Chicago
works with the
residents. We hope new CLEARpath
website at its
everyone will take
unveiling.
advantage of them.

The new tool, called CLEARpath
(www.chicagopolice.org), was
unveiled in July.
Three years ago, police began
developing a website that would
link the department's Citizen
and Law Enforcement Analysis
and Reporting System to anyone
with a personal computer.
But police soon realized they couldn’t design the website without the
help of its principal users: community residents. When police came
looking for CLEARpath partners,
residents from the NCP neighborhoods of Little Village, Pilsen and
West Haven joined the effort.
"It's about building mutual trust and
respect," Jesus Garcia, president
of NCP lead agency the Little
Village Community Development
Corporation. "The neighborhoods
aren't going away. The police aren't
going away. We have to learn how
to get along with each other."
A team of neighborhood representatives created a vision statement and principles for the website. They held meetings in each
neighborhood to determine residents' priorities.
" This is not what the police
department has handed to you,"
said Jonathan Lewin, CPD
Information Services Commander,
to neighborhood leaders. " This is
what you and the police department have helped to create.
That's what makes this unique."
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Thanks to our Donors: LISC/Chicago’s work would not be possible without the
support of our donors and we thank them for their investment.
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• The Richard H.
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• The John D. and Catherine
T. MacArthur Foundation
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• Fannie Mae Foundation

• Kevin G. Augustyn
& Louise A. Storino
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• Marquette
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Charitable Trust
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• Chicago Bears
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• HSBC - North America
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• Citigroup Foundation
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• ComEd, An Exelon Company
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• Related Midwest

• The Annie E.
Casey Foundation

• The Chicago
Community Trust

• Marquette Bank

• ShoreBank
• State Farm
• Steans Family Foundation
• The University of Chicago
• The United Center
• Urban Land Institute
• The Walsh Group
• Walter S. Mander Foundation
• Washington Mutual
Public Sector Support
• City of Chicago Mayor's
Office of Workforce
Development
• City of Chicago
Department of Children
and Youth Services
• Illinois Housing
Development Authority
• Illinois State Department of
Commerce & Economic
Opportunity
• U.S. Department of
Housing and Urban
Development

Second Quarter LISC Grant & Loan Activity

In the second quarter this year, LISC/Chicago committed $637,540 in grants and loans to a spectrum of projects across the city, including:
Goodcity, which works to empower the next generation of nonprofit leaders, received a $25,000 grant from The Leadership Fund
to provide workshops and one-on-one teaching assistance to nonprofit agencies in the Lawndale neighborhood.

The Main Street Fund made a $25,000 Project Initiation Loan to the Delta Redevelopment Institute to support their work with
Stanley’s Fruit and Vegetable Market to run a pilot summer farmer’s market in the Greater Grand Crossing neighborhood.

Through The Civic Life Fund, LISC approved a grant of $37,000 for the Erie Neighborhood House to increase services offered by the
Little Village Immigrant Resource Center.

To help maintain home affordability in Pilsen, The Homestead Fund made a grant of $12,000 to the Eighteenth Street Development
Corporation in support of its outreach effort to homeowners and building owners, encouraging neighbors to apply for the Property Tax
Assessment Freeze program and Historic Preservation Tax Credits.
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“ It’s a new way to learn and still have fun,” said sixth grader Michael Isaiah Daniels, comparing capoeira to other classes. The
six-week program was part of Integrated Services in Schools, a LISC initiative to transform education and improve the lives of
disadvantaged middle school students.
Finally, about two dozen 12-to 16-year-olds spent the summer taking apart and fixing up rescued bikes in a community program
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To help maintain home affordability in Pilsen, The Homestead Fund made a grant of $12,000 to the Eighteenth Street Development
Corporation in support of its outreach effort to homeowners and building owners, encouraging neighbors to apply for the Property Tax
Assessment Freeze program and Historic Preservation Tax Credits.
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Hot Town, Summer in the City

LISC invites commentaries from neighborhood partners for publication in this newsletter. This issue’s column is by Beatrice V. Cuello, Deputy Superintendent of Patrol for
the Chicago Police Department.

The living in summertime may be easy, but don’t tell that to
the Chicago school kids who spent their vacations in community-based programs ranging from organized basketball
to Brazilian dance classes to bike repair workshops.

Communication is Key

Neighborhood basketball leagues, for example, have become
hugely popular, expanding from one a decade ago to eight
this year. Every week from June through August agencies in
LISC’s New Communities Program (NCP) bring 8- to 19-yearolds together to play street basketball, participate in arts and
health center activities and enjoy a family barbeque.

This record of disaccord makes a
recent project among three
Chicago communities and the
Chicago Police Department
remarkable: a community-friendly website facilitating instant and
anonymous communications
between residents and police.

CLEARpath, the police department website that
Beatrice Cuello,
allows residents to voice their concerns, is the latest
Deputy Superintendent of Patrol,
Chicago Police Department
chapter intended to strengthen police/community
partnerships throughout the city. That effort – an
online resource that allows the police and residents to be in constant 24-hour communication
– is central to the Chicago Alternative Policing Strategy (CAPS) mission.

The first program, inaugurated a decade ago in Pilsen, was
intended to divert young people from the lure of gang violence
and provide a constructive presence on the site of disputed gang
turf. Other neighborhoods, including Englewood, Humboldt Park,
Little Village, Logan Square, North Lawndale and West Haven,
have since established similar models. Chicago Lawn is also
organizing a league. And the games aren’t just for boys. The
Little Village league this year included the first all-female division, with 16 girls participating in the 15-19 year age bracket.

In fact, CLEARpath itself was the product of an extraordinary police/community partnership
in which representatives from three Chicago neighborhoods worked with the department for
several years designing a website that met their needs as well as ours.

Competition culminated in the Hoops in the Hood cross-city
finals event in August.

The police/community mantra isn’t just lip service. It actually works. And there’s a snowballing effect. The more people who get involved working with police, the better the neighborhood gets. And the better the neighborhood gets, the more people get involved. When residents observe the positive engagement among police and their neighbors, it is usually possible
to encourage a stronger partnership that will build respect, cooperation and trust.

“It was awesome to see kids walk up and hug their friends from
last summer,” said Christina Bronsing, program coordinator for
the Little Village Community Development Corporation (LVCDC).
“These are kids from totally different neighborhoods that would
probably never be friends otherwise.”
Meanwhile, at Bronzeville’s Reavis Elementary School, students
engaged in an entirely different type of athletic activity.
Capoeira, the Brazilian martial art that combines music, foreign
language and history, represents both a physical and intellectual workout in which students dance, clap, chant and
play assorted bells, drums, tambourines and stringed instruments, all of which reflect the African roots of the art form.

Police-community relations in
crime-ridden urban areas have
long been plagued by distrust
among cops, residents and
neighborhood groups.

If there’s one thing I’ve learned in my years as a
Chicago cop, it’s that police and community residents
share a common concern for maintaining safe neighborhoods. As commander of the 10th district, developing strong relationships with residents was critical
in my ability, and that of my colleagues, to address
quality-of-life concerns such as noise abatement and
unruly conduct, as well as more serious crime and
safety problems. Establishing a “no problem was too
small” policy went a long way in encouraging residents
to keep us informed about what we were doing right,
and wrong, in their neighborhoods.

All of the programs were designed by neighborhood organizations to engage young people in entertaining, constructive activities during the idle summer months.

TOP LEFT & RIGHT: Neighbors come out and
enjoy activities at summer basketball league.
MIDDLE LEFT & RIGHT: Students in Reavis Elementary School’s
summer capoeira class play traditional Brazilian instruments
BOTTOM LEFT & RIGHT: Participants in “Bickerbikes”
workshops learn about bike repair and other skills.

“ It’s a new way to learn and still have fun,” said sixth grader Michael Isaiah Daniels, comparing capoeira to other classes. The
six-week program was part of Integrated Services in Schools, a LISC initiative to transform education and improve the lives of
disadvantaged middle school students.
Finally, about two dozen 12-to 16-year-olds spent the summer taking apart and fixing up rescued bikes in a community program
headed by lead agency Bickerdike Redevelopment Corporation. Four-week “ Bickerbike” workshops taught students a range of
skills: nutrition and the value of exercise, bike repair and tool use, bike safety and rules for riding in city traffic, and getting
around Chicago. They participated in bicycle parades, bike-fixing operations at local events and group tours around the city.
A grant from LISC/Chicago helped Bickerdike launch the program in 2004. This June, LISC/Chicago was recognized for contributing to Bickerbikes at the “ Bike to Work” rally at the Daley Center.
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Communities and
Police Collaborate
on Website

And it’s a two-way street. When communications between police and residents are good, we
become aware of significant problems we might otherwise have overlooked. Identifying and
solving those problems helps us decide how and where to deploy resources most effectively.
This allows for organizational learning by both groups to share the successes and create new
strategies that make neighborhoods better and stronger.
In my current position as Deputy
Superintendent of Patrol, I’m committed
to the notion of police officers and community members working together to
solve problems. CAPS and CLEARpath
are forums intended to encourage honest,
unfettered commuA Chicago
nication
among
Police Officer
police and Chicago
works with the
residents. We hope new CLEARpath
website at its
everyone will take
unveiling.
advantage of them.

The new tool, called CLEARpath
(www.chicagopolice.org), was
unveiled in July.
Three years ago, police began
developing a website that would
link the department's Citizen
and Law Enforcement Analysis
and Reporting System to anyone
with a personal computer.
But police soon realized they couldn’t design the website without the
help of its principal users: community residents. When police came
looking for CLEARpath partners,
residents from the NCP neighborhoods of Little Village, Pilsen and
West Haven joined the effort.
"It's about building mutual trust and
respect," Jesus Garcia, president
of NCP lead agency the Little
Village Community Development
Corporation. "The neighborhoods
aren't going away. The police aren't
going away. We have to learn how
to get along with each other."
A team of neighborhood representatives created a vision statement and principles for the website. They held meetings in each
neighborhood to determine residents' priorities.
" This is not what the police
department has handed to you,"
said Jonathan Lewin, CPD
Information Services Commander,
to neighborhood leaders. " This is
what you and the police department have helped to create.
That's what makes this unique."
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Thanks to our Donors: LISC/Chicago’s work would not be possible without the
support of our donors and we thank them for their investment.

• The 2016 Fund for
Chicago Neighborhoods
• Allstate Insurance Company

• Coniston Consulting LLC
• Dr. Scholl Foundation

• Koldyke Family Fund of The
Chicago Community Trust

• The Retirement
Research Foundation

• Living Cities

• Reznick Group, P.C.

• Susan Lloyd

• Searle Funds at The
Chicago Community Trust

• David and Cathy Anderson

• The Richard H.
Driehaus Foundation

• Applegate &
Thorne-Thomsen

• Enterprise
Community Investment

• The John D. and Catherine
T. MacArthur Foundation

• Atlantic Philanthropies

• Fannie Mae Foundation

• Kevin G. Augustyn
& Louise A. Storino

• Federal Home Loan
Bank of Chicago

• Marquette
Financial Companies

• Bank of America

• First Eagle National Bank

• Matanky Realty Group

• Charles and Marjorie Benton

• Freed Family Foundation

• MB Financial Bank

• Neil G. Bluhm

• Lloyd A. Fry Foundation

• MDRC

• Brinshore Development LLC

• GE Commercial Finance

• Miner, Barnhill & Galland, P.C.

• Camiros, Ltd.

• Granite
Development Corporation

• The Elizabeth Morse
Charitable Trust

• Guaranty Bank

• National City Bank

• Charter One Foundation

• The Habitat Company

• National Equity Fund, Inc.

• CharitaBulls

• Harris

• Northern Trust

• Chicago Bears

• Holsten Real Estate

• Opus Foundation

• Chicago Community
Loan Fund

• Development Corporation

• Park National Bank

• HSBC - North America

• Peoples Energy

• Integrys Energy Group

• Polk Bros. Foundation

• Citigroup Foundation

• Valerie Jarrett

• Franklin Cole

• The Joyce Foundation

• The Private Bank &
Trust Company

• Cole Taylor Bank

• JPMorgan Chase Foundation

• RBC Capital Markets /
Apollo Equity Partners

• ComEd, An Exelon Company

• Kimball Hill Homes

• Related Midwest

• The Annie E.
Casey Foundation

• The Chicago
Community Trust

• Marquette Bank

• ShoreBank
• State Farm
• Steans Family Foundation
• The University of Chicago
• The United Center
• Urban Land Institute
• The Walsh Group
• Walter S. Mander Foundation
• Washington Mutual
Public Sector Support
• City of Chicago Mayor's
Office of Workforce
Development
• City of Chicago
Department of Children
and Youth Services
• Illinois Housing
Development Authority
• Illinois State Department of
Commerce & Economic
Opportunity
• U.S. Department of
Housing and Urban
Development

Second Quarter LISC Grant & Loan Activity

In the second quarter this year, LISC/Chicago committed $637,540 in grants and loans to a spectrum of projects across the city, including:
Goodcity, which works to empower the next generation of nonprofit leaders, received a $25,000 grant from The Leadership Fund
to provide workshops and one-on-one teaching assistance to nonprofit agencies in the Lawndale neighborhood.

The Main Street Fund made a $25,000 Project Initiation Loan to the Delta Redevelopment Institute to support their work with
Stanley’s Fruit and Vegetable Market to run a pilot summer farmer’s market in the Greater Grand Crossing neighborhood.

Through The Civic Life Fund, LISC approved a grant of $37,000 for the Erie Neighborhood House to increase services offered by the
Little Village Immigrant Resource Center.

To help maintain home affordability in Pilsen, The Homestead Fund made a grant of $12,000 to the Eighteenth Street Development
Corporation in support of its outreach effort to homeowners and building owners, encouraging neighbors to apply for the Property Tax
Assessment Freeze program and Historic Preservation Tax Credits.
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Centers for Working Families Financial
Coaches Coach Each Other
Financial coaches at LISC’s Centers for Working Families (CWF) draw on a wide
range of resources to help their clients maintain or regain financial security. But
sometimes the best resource they can tap is each other. CWF financial counselors
from each of the 12 centers across the city meet regularly at peer learning sessions
to share ideas, discuss current projects and offer each other support.
“ We are inspired by our good work, by each other, by the nature of our business,”
said O.S. Owen, a training specialist at the Center for Economic Progress who
oversees financial coaching for CWF.
Based on a concept first conceived by the Annie E. Casey Foundation, CWF helps
families and individuals become more financially secure in three critical areas:
employment and/or increased wages, improved financial condition and improved
access to public benefits. In addition to one-on-one financial coaching, the centers offer a spectrum of services, from referrals to local jobs to customized banking products to emergency cash and utility assistance.
Conversation at a recent learning session in August focused on what each center
was doing and how they could learn from each other. Coaches shared experiences and strategies such as their outreach techniques, tax reporting issues to be
aware of and how best to meet the financial needs of ex-offenders. No two centers are the same: while Association House and Instituto del Progreso Latino have
geared up to serve a large immigrant population, many of whom are working to
build credit, the Southwest Reach Center, run by Greater Southwest Development
Corporation, has developed a growing set of resources related to foreclosure.
Still, many of the challenges facing financial coaches are similar, like increasing
caseloads. Several coaches reported expansions in service and staff to keep up
with the demand for help. Petra Villazana of the Southwest Reach Center said that
even with two new counselors and several administrative interns, the Center is
scheduling financial counseling appointments up to two weeks out.
“ It’s a lot,” Villazana said, “ but it’s good. It’s working.”
Despite the challenges of their work, CWF financial coaches are overwhelmingly
positive and deeply engaged in learning from each other to improve their services.
“We all come with various backgrounds and resources,” said Dedra Thomas of the Near
West Side Community Development Corporation. “We’re all good resources for each other.”

LEFT: Centers for Working Families financial counselors at the peer learning session in August.
RIGHT: Brenda Grauer, Assistant Attorney General at the Office of the Attorney General
addresses the Centers for Working Families peer learning session.
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Housing Services (NHS) to bring
families help where they are—at
block club parties, in churches,
even on street corners.
GADC has worked with neighborhood businesses, churches and
area Aldermen Latasha Thomas
and Howard Brookins to maximize
outreach, handing out information
and even providing an incentive to
attend NHS’s foreclosure prevention workshop, where neighbors
can start the process of working
with a counselor and learn how
long foreclosure can take, how to
recognize mortgage fraud and
what to expect from their counselor.
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According to Deborah Moore,
Neighborhood Director for NHS in
Auburn Gresham, this intensive
community outreach is essential
to get families the help they need.
“ People don’t know that help is
out there,” she said. “ They don’t
talk about it because of the shame
of it. We want them to know
there’s somewhere they can go.”
Auburn Gresham isn’t the only NCP
community responding to high rates
of foreclosure; many are among
the hardest hit in Chicago. But they
are also among the best prepared to respond to the crisis.
“ Our lead agencies are well positioned to be an outreach army,” said
Susana Vasquez, LISC/Chicago’s
NCP director. LISC started forming its response strategy back in
March, when local NCP directors
met to mobilize around the foreclosure issues. LISC’s efforts are
supported by an initial grant of
$500,000 from the MacArthur
Foundation, which will be used
to support lead agencies and
other critical organizations.
The challenges are great, as
LISC/Chicago program director
Joel Bookman knows. But NCP
organizations are facing the
challenge. “We have a platform,”
Bookman said. “We have people
who are mobilized. Maybe we can’t
stop what’s going on, but we’re
definitely in a position to lessen
the hardship.”

The Newsletter of the Chicago Program of Local Initiatives Support Corporation

TOP: At an August 20 ceremony at Malcolm X College, Mayor Daley recognized interns
and employers who participated in the Summer Youth Internship Program. The program,
supported by LISC/Chicago, placed 690 young people, ages 14 to 21, in summer jobs.
BOTTOM: At the Hoops in the Hood Cross-City Finals in Seward Park, teams pose with
Benny the Bull (left), huddle before a game (middle) and warm up with teammates (right).

Andrew J. Mooney
Executive Director
LISC/Chicago

www.lisc-chicago.org

Auburn Gresham Launches
Innovative Foreclosure Response

Integrated Services
in Schools Hits the
Ground Running

The strength of a community is measured
not by the challenges it faces, but on how it
responds to those challenges.
That’s what makes communities like Auburn
Gresham remarkable; although it faces a
dramatic increase in foreclosure rates, it is
responding quickly and effectively to minimize the impact of a nationwide crisis.
Auburn Gresham is part of LISC’s New GADC staff member Glenola Lashley
Communities Program, and lead agency Greater
at the foreclosure prevention booth.
Auburn-Gresham Development Corporation
(GADC) is breaking new ground in foreclosure assistance and prevention with a
range of creative, grassroots strategies. With support from LISC and the John D.
and Catherine T. MacArthur Foundation, GADC has partnered with Neighborhood

See "FORECLOSURE," Page 5

LISC names Bishop Brazier
as first Senior Fellow
Bishop Arthur M. Brazier has been named the first
LISC/Chicago Senior Fellow. Bishop Brazier is a
nationally renowned civil rights leader and a founder
of The Woodlawn Organization (TWO) in Chicago, a
participant in LISC’s New Communities Program. He
also founded a community development corporation,
the Woodlawn Preservation and Investment
Corporation (WPIC), and served as a Vice President
for the Center for Community Change in Washington,
Bishop Brazier giving
DC. After decorated service in WWII, Bishop entered
an address at the NCP
the pastorate of Apostolic Church of God in
Conference in March.
Woodlawn, which he then built into the largest congregation in the city of Chicago. He recently retired after 48 years as pastor.
During the year-long fellowship at LISC/Chicago, Bishop Brazier will make several
presentations on his experiences in community development and will advise on
a number of Chicago and national projects, including national LISC’s Sustainable
Communities program, which is replicating many of the principles and practices from the New Communities Program in 10 cities around the country.
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The Integrated Services in Schools program, launched
earlier this year by LISC in five Chicago schools with
support from the Atlantic Philanthropies, is seeing
progress on all fronts. The program takes a comprehensive approach to transforming the lives of
middle school students and their families by providing extended learning programs, school-based
health care including a health center at each school,
mentoring programs and support for families.
Each of the five schools
– Ames Middle School
in Logan Square,
Marquette Elementary
in Chicago Lawn,
Orozco Elementary in
Pilsen, PerspectivesCalumet Middle School
in Auburn Gresham
and Reavis Elementary
Auburn Gresham
in Kenwood – had sumneighbors at the
mer programs this year,
community health fair.
with between 30 and
80 kids in a range of activities, from remedial education to dance. The schools’ community-based
partners and health providers are also registering
students for All Kids, the State of Illinois’ children’s
health care program, to ensure that all students have
insurance and are able to access the health centers.

The health centers will all be constructed by the end
of 2008, providing a variety of health services to students and their families. At Ames Middle School,
age-appropriate reproductive health education
and mental health services are up and running. In
Auburn Gresham, health care providers held a community fair to educate community members about
the services that will be available at the school.

“We’ve gotten off to a running start,” says Chris
Brown, Director of Education Programs for LISC/
Chicago. “Students, teachers, families – everyone
is energized to see the programs start to take off.”
Second Quarter
LISC Grant &
Loan Activity
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Centers for Working Families Financial
Coaches Coach Each Other
Financial coaches at LISC’s Centers for Working Families (CWF) draw on a wide
range of resources to help their clients maintain or regain financial security. But
sometimes the best resource they can tap is each other. CWF financial counselors
from each of the 12 centers across the city meet regularly at peer learning sessions
to share ideas, discuss current projects and offer each other support.
“ We are inspired by our good work, by each other, by the nature of our business,”
said O.S. Owen, a training specialist at the Center for Economic Progress who
oversees financial coaching for CWF.
Based on a concept first conceived by the Annie E. Casey Foundation, CWF helps
families and individuals become more financially secure in three critical areas:
employment and/or increased wages, improved financial condition and improved
access to public benefits. In addition to one-on-one financial coaching, the centers offer a spectrum of services, from referrals to local jobs to customized banking products to emergency cash and utility assistance.
Conversation at a recent learning session in August focused on what each center
was doing and how they could learn from each other. Coaches shared experiences and strategies such as their outreach techniques, tax reporting issues to be
aware of and how best to meet the financial needs of ex-offenders. No two centers are the same: while Association House and Instituto del Progreso Latino have
geared up to serve a large immigrant population, many of whom are working to
build credit, the Southwest Reach Center, run by Greater Southwest Development
Corporation, has developed a growing set of resources related to foreclosure.
Still, many of the challenges facing financial coaches are similar, like increasing
caseloads. Several coaches reported expansions in service and staff to keep up
with the demand for help. Petra Villazana of the Southwest Reach Center said that
even with two new counselors and several administrative interns, the Center is
scheduling financial counseling appointments up to two weeks out.
“ It’s a lot,” Villazana said, “ but it’s good. It’s working.”
Despite the challenges of their work, CWF financial coaches are overwhelmingly
positive and deeply engaged in learning from each other to improve their services.
“We all come with various backgrounds and resources,” said Dedra Thomas of the Near
West Side Community Development Corporation. “We’re all good resources for each other.”

LEFT: Centers for Working Families financial counselors at the peer learning session in August.
RIGHT: Brenda Grauer, Assistant Attorney General at the Office of the Attorney General
addresses the Centers for Working Families peer learning session.
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According to Deborah Moore,
Neighborhood Director for NHS in
Auburn Gresham, this intensive
community outreach is essential
to get families the help they need.
“ People don’t know that help is
out there,” she said. “ They don’t
talk about it because of the shame
of it. We want them to know
there’s somewhere they can go.”
Auburn Gresham isn’t the only NCP
community responding to high rates
of foreclosure; many are among
the hardest hit in Chicago. But they
are also among the best prepared to respond to the crisis.
“ Our lead agencies are well positioned to be an outreach army,” said
Susana Vasquez, LISC/Chicago’s
NCP director. LISC started forming its response strategy back in
March, when local NCP directors
met to mobilize around the foreclosure issues. LISC’s efforts are
supported by an initial grant of
$500,000 from the MacArthur
Foundation, which will be used
to support lead agencies and
other critical organizations.
The challenges are great, as
LISC/Chicago program director
Joel Bookman knows. But NCP
organizations are facing the
challenge. “We have a platform,”
Bookman said. “We have people
who are mobilized. Maybe we can’t
stop what’s going on, but we’re
definitely in a position to lessen
the hardship.”
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TOP: At an August 20 ceremony at Malcolm X College, Mayor Daley recognized interns
and employers who participated in the Summer Youth Internship Program. The program,
supported by LISC/Chicago, placed 690 young people, ages 14 to 21, in summer jobs.
BOTTOM: At the Hoops in the Hood Cross-City Finals in Seward Park, teams pose with
Benny the Bull (left), huddle before a game (middle) and warm up with teammates (right).

Andrew J. Mooney
Executive Director
LISC/Chicago
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Auburn Gresham Launches
Innovative Foreclosure Response

Integrated Services
in Schools Hits the
Ground Running

The strength of a community is measured
not by the challenges it faces, but on how it
responds to those challenges.
That’s what makes communities like Auburn
Gresham remarkable; although it faces a
dramatic increase in foreclosure rates, it is
responding quickly and effectively to minimize the impact of a nationwide crisis.
Auburn Gresham is part of LISC’s New GADC staff member Glenola Lashley
Communities Program, and lead agency Greater
at the foreclosure prevention booth.
Auburn-Gresham Development Corporation
(GADC) is breaking new ground in foreclosure assistance and prevention with a
range of creative, grassroots strategies. With support from LISC and the John D.
and Catherine T. MacArthur Foundation, GADC has partnered with Neighborhood
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LISC names Bishop Brazier
as first Senior Fellow
Bishop Arthur M. Brazier has been named the first
LISC/Chicago Senior Fellow. Bishop Brazier is a
nationally renowned civil rights leader and a founder
of The Woodlawn Organization (TWO) in Chicago, a
participant in LISC’s New Communities Program. He
also founded a community development corporation,
the Woodlawn Preservation and Investment
Corporation (WPIC), and served as a Vice President
for the Center for Community Change in Washington,
Bishop Brazier giving
DC. After decorated service in WWII, Bishop entered
an address at the NCP
the pastorate of Apostolic Church of God in
Conference in March.
Woodlawn, which he then built into the largest congregation in the city of Chicago. He recently retired after 48 years as pastor.
During the year-long fellowship at LISC/Chicago, Bishop Brazier will make several
presentations on his experiences in community development and will advise on
a number of Chicago and national projects, including national LISC’s Sustainable
Communities program, which is replicating many of the principles and practices from the New Communities Program in 10 cities around the country.
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The Integrated Services in Schools program, launched
earlier this year by LISC in five Chicago schools with
support from the Atlantic Philanthropies, is seeing
progress on all fronts. The program takes a comprehensive approach to transforming the lives of
middle school students and their families by providing extended learning programs, school-based
health care including a health center at each school,
mentoring programs and support for families.
Each of the five schools
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with between 30 and
80 kids in a range of activities, from remedial education to dance. The schools’ community-based
partners and health providers are also registering
students for All Kids, the State of Illinois’ children’s
health care program, to ensure that all students have
insurance and are able to access the health centers.

The health centers will all be constructed by the end
of 2008, providing a variety of health services to students and their families. At Ames Middle School,
age-appropriate reproductive health education
and mental health services are up and running. In
Auburn Gresham, health care providers held a community fair to educate community members about
the services that will be available at the school.
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